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Peacebuilding And Conflict Resolution Centre
These included the need for NIIA to include youths’ courses in its summer programme on peace-building and conflict resolution and ... for youths to be at the centre of the country’s development.
NIIA sets agenda for youth empowerment in peace-building, conflict resolution
The Governance of Natural Resources as Part of Conflict Resolution and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding Efforts ... at the Department of Public International Law and the Grotius Centre for International ...
International Law and Governance of Natural Resources in Conflict and Post-Conflict Situations
This unit will present a detailed engagement with the process of conflict ... and peacebuilding and will include a focus on the role and intervention of the international community, including the ...
Unit information: Peacebuilding and Post-Conflict Transition in Latin America in 2020/21
More importantly, peace-building is not always a morally black-and-white business. Often enough, the process of conflict resolution can be morally challenging, politically complicated and involves ...
Reaching out to the ‘undesirables’
It added that their experiences in communal conflict resolution would assist in fast ... as part of the non-kinetic approach of OPSH to peacebuilding in the state. It added that the committee ...
Insecurity: Military inaugurates peace committee in Plateau
Development and humanitarian organisations, in particular, are increasingly recognising the value of employing staff with a strong understanding and knowledge of conflict resolution and peacebuilding ...
Peace and Conflict Studies
Plateau state is named Plateau for a reason. It is approximately the Centre of Nigeria and the midpoint between Christian and Muslim civilizations in Nigeria, convergence between settlers and indigeno ...
Plateau of crises and death
For instance, between January and July 2021, the Plateau Peace Building ... in people in the conflict zones to appreciate and adopt the imperatives of Alternative Dispute Resolution, ADR to ...
Plateau killings: Alternative Dispute Resolution to the rescue
A conference on the EU and peace-building later today goes to the ... Union as the “best example in history of the world of conflict resolution”. “Pat Hume encouraged us to put ...
Reconciliation at core of John and Pat Hume's legacy
“Basically, most of the stories were about how people approach conflicts and peace-building at the community ... “My field was peace studies and conflict resolution,” he told The Independent.
Afghan refugee at Texas base on why he tweeted photo of paltry meal – and what it means to leave his family and old life behind
Austrian Study Centre for Peace and Conflict Resolution. The meeting will be divided into three parts; the opening ceremony will take preliminary views and suggestions from selected speakers on ...
Peace Operations in Africa: Experts, policy makers to converge in Addis Ababa to discuss emerging dynamics
Plateau’s internecine conflict has been a particularly vicious ... The government under Lalong has established a peace building agency, a standing inter-religious council, and other institutions ...
The Plateau of crises and death, By Dakuku Peterside
The OSCE Parliamentary Assembly on Wednesday held an event as part of its Call for Action – Helsinki +50 initiative to focus attention on how political leaders and parliamentarians across the OSCE ...
OSCE parliamentarians discuss enhancing role of women in peace and security
“We do have a number of 9/11 kids who have gone into peace-building, conflict resolution, social work and fields like that where they feel that they can really make a difference. Clearly it has ...
‘I don’t think it ever stops’: These Montreal siblings lost their father on 9/11. Twenty years later they open up about grief and healing
The Minister expressed concern regarding the situation in Afghanistan and welcomed the adoption of a Security Council resolution on August 30th condemning the attacks at Kabul airport and calling ...
Ireland takes over presidency of UN Security Council
As chair of the UN Security Council, Ireland will be at the centre of discussions around ... on the transition between peacekeeping to peacebuilding one of its priorities for the month.
Ireland hopes to use 'honest broker' image to make an impact in Security Council presidency
“But with the presidency, there is an opportunity to take centre stage on the global political ... get the wording on a UN Security Council resolution about the situation in Afghanistan ...
Ireland to keep focus on Afghanistan during presidency stint of the UN Security Council
It is approximately the Centre of Nigeria and the midpoint between ... The government under Lalong has established a peace building agency , a standing inter-religious council , and other ...
Plateau Of Crises And Death
Experts, policymakers, and relevant stakeholders in the peacekeeping and security sector are to converge on Addis Ababa in Ethiopia on September 7, 2021, for a workshop on “Emerging Dynamics in Peace ...
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